**Micropayments**

**Exclusive Payout Micropayments (< USD 5) Flow to Pay and Reward Users, Influencers, Suppliers, Sellers, etc.**

**Merchant Need**
Reduce operational costs and improve users, influencers, suppliers, sellers or any contractors' satisfaction when paying or rewarding them small amounts of money cross-borderly.

**EBANX Solution**
Micropayments is an exclusive payout solution for cross-border payments and rewards under USD 5 which ensures fast, consistent and low cost transactions.

**Micropayments is the ideal solution for**
- Global merchants in the gaming, social Media & ADs, streaming, sharing economy, e-commerce, or any other industry that needs to pay and/or reward small amounts of money to suppliers, sellers, users, influencers, etc.

**How does it work?**

1. Merchant adds balance for payout
2. Merchant requests the payout
3. EBANX automatically verifies the seller
4. EBANX requests the payment to the payment method connected
5. The money is transferred to the receiver

**Key Benefits**
- **Single to mass payments** for international transactions with diverse local payment methods, such as bank transfers, digital wallets, and instant payments.
- **Payee self-onboard** with an exclusive interface to give autonomy to the payee self-onboard and personalized communication to update about request status.
- **Frictionless UX** following all local and international regulations, and counting with a high level of security to both merchant and payee.
- **Payout in minutes** Local payouts confirmed under 10 minutes, and cross-border payouts confirmed in up to 1 hour.

**Specifications:**
- **Coverage:** Brazil, Mexico, Argentina Colombia, and Chile
- **Payment Methods:** Bank Transfers, Digital Wallets, and Pix (Brazilian instant payment)
- **Integrations:** Direct API

Learn more ✅
Talk to sales ➡️